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Abstract

In this paper we develop a tensor mixture model for diffusion weighted imaging data
using an automatic model selection criterion for the order of tensor components in a voxel.
We show that the weighted orientation distribution function for this model can be expanded
into a mixture of angular central Gaussian distributions. We show properties of this model
in extensive simulations and in a high angular resolution experimental data set. The re-
sults suggest that the model may improve imaging of cerebral fiber tracts. We demonstrate
how inference on canonical model parameters may give rise to new clinical applications.

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of its basic principles in the 1980’s [Bihan and Breton, 1985, Merboldt
et al., 1985, Taylor and Bushell, 1985] diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) has evolved into a
versatile tool for in-vivo examination of tissue micro-structure in the human brain [Bihan et al.,
2001] and spinal cord [Clark et al., 1999]. The large interest in this technique arises from
the fact that nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is sensitive to the diffusion of molecules,
usually water, in complex systems. Hence, DWI probes microscopic structures well beyond
typical image resolutions through water molecule displacement. This is formally reflected by
the three-dimensional Fourier transform relating the normalized diffusion weighted signal E to
the diffusion propagator P , the spin displacement probability function. As the typical voxel ex-
tension is much larger than the length scale of the microscopic structure the diffusion weighted
signal is always an aggregate quantity over a rich structure in the voxel volume.

Diffusion weighted data is measured using the pulsed gradient spin echo sequence [PGSE,
Stejskal and Tanner, 1965] with a more or less large number of diffusion gradients and can
thus be very high-dimensional. It was the development of diffusion tensor imaging [DTI, Basser
et al., 1994a,b] that made DWI feasible for clinical and neuroscience applications. (See also Mori
[2007] and Johansen-Berg and Behrens [2009] for an introduction.) In DTI, the high-dimensional
diffusion weighted data is reduced to a Gaussian distribution model for free anisotropic diffu-
sion, which can be considered as an approximation of hindered diffusion as observed in neu-
ronal tissue [Tuch, 2002]. Within this model, diffusion is completely characterized by a rank-2
diffusion tensorD, a symmetric positive definite 3×3 matrix with six independent components.

The diffusion tensor model describes diffusion completely if the microscopic diffusion prop-
erties within a voxel are homogeneous and non-restricted. In the presence of partial volume
effects, such as two or more fiber bundles with different directions in one voxel, or more com-
plex intra-voxel structure, such as crossing fibers, this model is only a rough approximation.

To be able to image complex fiber structures with approaches beyond the Gaussian diffusion
model is of high value both in basic neuroscience and in clinical applications. Crossing fibers
now can be resolved on MRI scanners optimized for clinical applications but not necessarily
for performance in a research setting [Perrin et al., 2005, Yeh et al., 2010]. For example, using
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a 4 Tesla MRI scanner and clinically feasible scan times, crossing fibers could be identified in
the cingulum bundle, an important region in the pathology of various forms of dementia [Neza-
mzadeh et al., 2010]. In general, it can be anticipated that locally defined diffusion anisotropy
indices, quantitative markers of fiber integrity that characterize the severity or progression of
disease [Fritzsche et al., 2010], can be made more specific with non-Gaussian approaches.
For example, in Batten disease, a neurodegenerative disease that causes premature death in
children, a refined picture of the anatomic distribution of neurodegeneration [Dyke et al., 2007]
may contribute to a better targeting of genetic or cellular therapies to appropriate locations in
the brain [Sondhi et al., 2001]. Another example is brain surgery planning; although for most
major white matter tracts DTI based tracking seems to be sufficient, surgical planning could
benefit from resolving more complex fiber pathways at the interface between white and gray
matter [Nimsky et al., 2007], as regions showing functional activity are often conveniently used
as seed regions for fiber tracking.

There has been conducted a tremendous amount of research to overcome the limitations of
DTI for the last decade [see e.g. Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2009]. Most of the methods
developed for DWI require a larger number of diffusion weighted gradients to be applied and
hence increasing scanning time. While it seems impossible to give a complete overview here,
we point the attention to a selection of methods, which are more related to this paper. Some
of them try to overcome the limitations of DTI by modeling the diffusion weighted signal E
with higher order tensors [Liu et al., 2003, Özarslan and Mareci, 2003], with a mixture of
tensors [Tuch, 2002, Tournier et al., 2004, Alexander, 2005, Hosey et al., 2005, Özarslan
et al., 2006, Alexander, 2006, Behrens et al., 2007, Jian et al., 2007, Leow et al., 2009], or by
expanding the data into spherical harmonics [Frank, 2002].

Some methods explore the Fourier relation of the diffusion signal E and the diffusion prop-
agator P directly to infer on the tissue micro-structure. For diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI)
one measures diffusion weighted images on a Cartesian grid of diffusion gradients to per-
form the Fourier transform [Wedeen et al., 2005]. Hybrid diffusion imaging (HYDI) uses the
measurements on spheres in q-space [Wu and Alexander, 2007]. Other methods exploit the
mono-exponential signal decay [Özarslan et al., 2006] to determine the diffusion propagator,
or the solution of the diffusion equation in a spherical harmonics expansion [Descoteaux et al.,
2010].

Tuch [2004] showed that the radial projection of the diffusion propagator, the orientation distri-
bution function (ODF), already contains information on the angular distribution of the diffusion
directions. This gave rise to q-ball imaging (QBI) for which the measurement on a single q-shell
is sufficient to determine the ODF. Again, using the spherical harmonics expansion [Ander-
son, 2005, Hess et al., 2006, Descoteaux et al., 2007] significantly reduces the computational
effort for the determination of the ODF in QBI.

In this paper we analyze a tensor mixture model with a variable maximum order of mixture
components depending on the number of measured diffusion weighted gradients. We consider
a restricted tensor model with a re-parametrization of the general mixture model and use a
model selection criterion to automatically select the optimal number of tensor components.
It is usually thought [Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2009] that tensor mixture models need
a prespecified number of tensor components and are becoming unstable if more than two
components are present [Tuch et al., 2002, Tournier et al., 2004]. A model selection for the
number of components of a tensor mixture has been introduced so far only in the Bayesian
context [Hosey et al., 2005, Behrens et al., 2007]. We will present extensive numerical and
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experimental results to demonstrate the properties of our tensor mixture model. Furthermore
we show that an appropriately defined weighted orientation distribution function (wODF) can
be written as a mixture of angular central Gaussian distribution functions on the sphere. In
contrast to spherical harmonics expansion, the components of this expansion are itself proper
probability functions on the sphere and can be easily interpreted. Last but not least we present
properties of quantities that naturally derive from the model and which could possibly used as
diffusion anisotropy indices for clinical applications.

2 On the orientation distribution function

Let P (~r, ~r ′, τ) denote the diffusion propagator, i.e., the probability for a particle (spin) to diffuse
from position ~r ′ to ~r in time τ . Furthermore, with a slight abuse of notation, let P (~R, τ) be the
ensemble average (EAP) over a (voxel) volume V

P (~R, τ) =

∫
~r ′∈V, ~R=~r−~r ′

P (~r, ~r ′, τ)p(~r ′)d~r ′ (1)

of the propagator with the initial particle density p(~r ′). Abstracting from the radial information
the orientation distribution function (ODF) is defined as the radial projection of the diffusion
propagator P [Tuch, 2002],

ψ(~u, τ) =

∫ ∞
0

P (r~u, τ)dr . (2)

This function is defined on the unit sphere |~u| = 1. Note that this is basically the integral
projection of the diffusion propagator onto the plane ~u⊥ perpendicular to ~u evaluated at the
center.

For the special case of free anisotropic Gaussian diffusion with no boundaries covered by the
diffusion tensor model the diffusion propagator is given by [Tuch, 2002]:

P (~R, τ) = P (r~u, τ) =
1√

detD(4πτ)3
exp

(
−r2~u

TD−1~u
4τ

)
,

leading to the special form of the ODF [Tuch, 2004]

ψ(~u, τ) =
1√

detD(4πτ)3

√
πτ

~uTD−1~u
.

In the special case of isotropic diffusion, i.e., D = DI, this further simplifies to

ψ(~u, τ) =
1

4π

1

2τD

and the integral over the unit sphere S evaluates to∫
S
ψ(~u, τ)d~u =

1

2τD
.

Here, the denominator is the one-dimensional mean squared displacement as given by the
Einstein relation [Einstein, 1905].
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2.1 Weighted orientation distribution function

The orientation distribution function (2) is not dimensionless, depends on the diffusion time
τ and has to be normalized for visualization [Tuch, 2002]. A close look quickly reveals that
the initial definition (2) simply neglects the symmetry of the problem and the fact that P is a
probability density. We therefore review a different definition as was first proposed by Wedeen
et al. [2005] and further investigated by Aganj et al. [2010], and Barnett [2009].

The ensemble average P (~R, τ), see Eq. (1), of the diffusion propagator is a probability density:∫
IR3

P (~R, τ) d~R = 1 .

Expressing this integral in spherical coordinates d~R = r2drdΩr with the radial part r and the
solid angle Ωr, ∫

S

∫ ∞
0

r2P (r,Ωr, τ) dr dΩr = 1 ,

the radial integral, which is the (spherical) projection of P onto the (unit) sphere S, can be
defined as the weighted (or marginal) orientation distribution function (wODF) ψw(Ωr, τ) =
ψw(~u, τ):

ψw(Ωr, τ) =

∫ ∞
0

r2P (r,Ωr, τ) dr =

∫ ∞
0

r2P (r~u, τ) dr .

Note the additional weighting factor r2 compared to the usual ODF definition (2) resulting from
the spherical projection. This definition is intrinsically normalized, i.e.,∫

S
dΩR ψw(ΩR, τ) = 1 .

In the special case of anisotropic Gaussian diffusion the wODF is given by

ψw(~u, τ) =
1

4π
√

detD

√
1

(~uTD−1~u)3
.

2.2 wODF for elliptical distributions

Definition. A probability density P is said to be in the class of elliptical distributions in 3
dimensions, if

P (~R) = (det Ψ)−1/2h
(

(~R− ~µ)>Ψ−1(~R− ~µ)
)

for some function h, a 3× 3 positive definite matrix Ψ and some centrality parameter ~µ.

Lemma. For any elliptical distribution P with ~µ = 0 the weighted orientation distribution func-
tion is

ψw(~u) =
1

4π
(det Ψ)−1/2

√
1

(~u>Ψ−1~u)3
.
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Proof: With substitution r̃ = r(~uΨ−1~u)1/2 we have

1 =

∫
S

∫ ∞
0

r2P (r~u)drd~u

=

∫
S

∫ ∞
0

r̃2(~uΨ−1~u)−1(det Ψ)−1/2h(r̃2)(~uΨ−1~u)−1/2dr̃d~u

=

∫
S

1

4π
(det Ψ)−1/2(~uΨ−1~u)−3/2d~u

∫ ∞
0

4π r̃2h(r̃2)dr̃.

the first integrand is the density of the angular central Gaussian distribution [Mardia and Jupp,
2000], a probability distribution on the sphere S. Hence both integrals equal 1 and the second
integral does not depend on h.

Since the Weibull distribution is an elliptical distribution, the result can e.g. be directly applied
to the model in Jian et al. [2007].

Remark: Note that for the unweighted ODF, the result is

ψ(~u) = (det Ψ)−1/2
√

1

~u>Ψ−1~u

∫ ∞
0

h
(
r2
)
dr ,

but the integral over r cannot be calculated in general.

3 Estimating the mixture of diffusion tensors

The mixture model of p diffusion tensors Dk in its general form [see e.g. Tuch, 2002, Alexan-
der, 2005, 2006, Özarslan et al., 2006],

E(~q) =

p∑
k=1

wk exp(−b~q>Dk~q), wk ≥ 0,

p∑
k=1

wk = 1 ,

is too flexible, leading to severe identifiability and numerical problems [Tuch, 2002, Johansen-
Berg and Behrens, 2009]. Several authors therefore suggest to restrict the number of com-
ponents p to 2 [Alexander, 2005, 2006, Özarslan et al., 2006] or to approximate a solution by
estimating the ODF spherical harmonics expansion and subsequent deconvolution [Tournier
et al., 2004]. Others consider special continuous tensor mixture distributions [Jian et al., 2007],
or restrictions for the tensor eigenvalues [Leow et al., 2009].

3.1 Tensor mixture model

We reduce the complexity of the model by considering all diffusion tensors Dk in a voxel
(but not in different voxel) to have identical eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) and to be prolate [λ1 >
λ2 = λ3, Basser et al., 1994a] as in Tournier et al. [2004]. The rationale behind this model is
first the assumption of anisotropic Gaussian diffusion in each fiber component of a voxel with
common voxel-specific diffusivity but distinct directions and second the rotational symmetry of
the diffusion in the plane perpendicular to the main diffusion direction (λ2 = λ3). The reduced
model has the form

E(~q) =

p∑
k=1

wk exp
(
−b~q>

(
(λ1 − λ2)dkd>k + λ2I

)
~q
)
, wk ≥ 0,

p∑
k=1

wk = 1 ,
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where dk = (sin(φk) cos(ηk), sin(φk) sin(ηk), cos(φk)) are the main eigen vectors of the ten-
sors characterizing the main diffusion direction in the corresponding fiber compartments and
λ1 > λ2 > 0 are the common eigenvalues characterizing the shape of the prolate tensors.

The model can be re-parametrized in the form

E(~q) =

p∑
k=1

w̃k exp(−bϑ(~q>dk)
2), w̃k ≥ 0,

p∑
k=1

w̃k < 1 ϑ > 0,

with λ2 = −1
b log

∑p
k=1 w̃k, λ1 = ϑ + λ2 and wk = w̃k/

∑p
l=1 w̃l. In this reformulation the

model has 2p+ 1 nonlinear parameters and p linear parameters with constraints.

Parameter estimates for θ = (ϑ, w̃, φ, η) are obtained by solving the optimization problem

θ̂ = argmin
ϑ > 0

0 ≤ φ < π
0 ≤ η < 2π

argminw̃k≥0

N∑
j=1

(
E(~qj)−

p∑
k=1

w̃k exp(−bϑ(~qj
>dk)

2)

)2

(3)

withN diffusion gradient directions ~qj . This is a separable nonlinear optimization problem [see
e.g. Mullen, 2008]. The inner optimization is a linear problem with constraints and can be
solved efficiently using e.g. the non-negative least squares algorithm of Lawson and Hanson
[1995].

The choice of initial estimates for the optimization problem (3) may be crucial for the conver-
gence of the utilized optimization algorithm. For a specified maximal order pmax we choose
the initial estimates using information obtained within the tensor model. Let λil(l = 1, . . . , 3)
be the eigenvalues of the estimated diffusion tensor in voxel i. The parameter ϑi is initial-
ized as the maximum of λi1 − 0.5(λi2 + λi3) and the 0.1-quantile of these values for all voxel
with tensor fractional anisotropy (FA) larger than 0.3. Initial angles φik and ηik in voxel i are
obtained by minimizing

argminw̃k≥0

N∑
j=1

(
E(~qij)−

pmax∑
k=1

w̃k exp(−bϑi(~qj>dk)2)

)2

over a set of randomly chosen directions dk(k = 1, . . . , pmax) from a uniform distribution on
the sphere. In case of tensor FA larger than 0.3, the first principal direction obtained within the
tensor model is explicitly included as candidate direction. The sampling of directions is done
under the constraint |d>k dl| < 0.866 for k 6= l corresponding to a minimum angle of directions
of 30 degrees.

The optimization problem (3) is then solved starting from these initial estimates using the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method with analytic gradients.

3.2 Model selection

For a sequence of mixture orders p decreasing from a maximum value pmax to 1 we get a set
of nested tensor mixture models. In order to select a model providing a best description of the
data we employ information based criteria that penalize for overfitting. Suitable criteria in this
context are of the form

C(p,N) = −2N logL(θ̂) + Φ(p,N) ,
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where L(θ̂) is the likelihood function evaluated at the parameter values estimated by maximum
likelihood, i.e., here for a Gaussian error model. The selected model will minimize C(p,N).
The term Φ(p,N) penalizes for the higher uncertainty of parameter estimates and overfitting
associated with the complexity of the respective model.

The choice of the penalty Φ(p,N) depends on the objective of the model selection, i.e., the
definition of a best model. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1974] employs

Φ(p,N) = 2(3p+ 1) ,

with 3p + 1 being the number of parameters in the model, and focuses on a best descrip-
tion of the data by the chosen model in terms of the expected Kullback-Leibler discrepancy,
i.e., −2E logL(θ̂). It provides a model that is suitable for the prediction of values of E(~q) in
additional gradient directions. A modification of AIC using

Φ(p,N) = N
1 + (3p+ 1)/N

1− (3p+ 3)/N

(AICc) [Hurvich and Tsai, 1989] is based on a second order approximation of the expected
Kullback-Leibler discrepancy and corrects for a small sample (small N ) bias of AIC.

An alternative maximizing the probability of selecting the correct model if one of the candidate
models is adequate is the Bayes information criterion (BIC) [Schwarz, 1978] with

Φ(p,N) = log(N)(3p+ 1) .

BIC should be used for model selection if the interest is in selecting the order of mixture
components. For a more comprehensive discussion see Linhart and Zucchini [1986], Burnham
and Anderson [2002], Claeskens and Hjort [2008].

We select an appropriate model order p in each voxel separately by evaluating the model
selection criteria, i.e., BIC, AIC or AICc, within the following sequential approach:

For each voxel i

1 Initialize pbest = 0 and compute C(pbest, N),

2 Set model order to p = pmax and initialize estimates of ϑ(p)i , φ(p)ik and η(p)ik as described
above.

3 Estimate parameters for the model of order p by solving (3) using BFGS optimization
with analytic gradients.

4 If C(p,N) < C(pbest, N) then set pbest = p.

5 Re-order φ̂(p)ik and η̂(p)ik (k = 1, . . . , p) in descending order of weights ̂̃w(p)

ik and set p to

the minimum of p − 1 and the number of non-zero weights ŵ(p)
ik . Specify the estimate

of ϑ and the first, after the re-ordering, p estimated angles φ and η as initial values and
continue in step 3 if p > 0.

The algorithm provides us with an estimated mixture order pbest and parameter estimates
θ̂pbesti = (ϑ̂pbesti , ̂̃wpbestik , φ̂pbestik , η̂pbestik ) for k = 1, . . . , pbest in voxel i.
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3.3 wODF estimate

Given the estimates for the mixture order pbest and the parameters θ̂i = θ̂pbesti the weighted
orientation distribution function (wODF) can be written as

ψw(~u) = C

pbest∑
k=1

ŵk

√
1

(~u>D−1k ~u)3

with C ≡ 1
4π (detDk)−1/2 = 1

4π λ̂
−1/2
1 λ̂−12 and Dk = ϑ̂d̂kd̂

>
k −

1
b log

∑p
k=1

̂̃wkI = (λ̂1 −
λ̂2)d̂kd̂

>
k + λ̂2I. The wODF in the considered model is therefore a mixture of angular central

Gaussian distributions [Mardia and Jupp, 2000], where the directional parameters d̂k can be
directly interpreted as main fiber direction within the voxel.

4 Inference on the tensor mixture

The tensor mixture model as described in this paper provides the possibility to define several
contrasts. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate their clinical relevance we
here define the effective order of the model (EO), the fractional anisotropy (FA), and the
eigenvalues (EV).

4.1 Effective order of the model (EO)

Consider e.g. the situation that in some voxel a model of order pbest = 3 has been selected by
the model selection criterion described in the preceeding section. The weights wk of the three
components can be different. Intuitively we would probably agree the model to be of order 3 if
all weights are approximately 1/3, but would consider the order very close to 2 if two weights
are say 0.48 and the third is only 0.04.

Let w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wpbest be the ordered estimated weights in a tensor mixture model with
maximum order pbest. We define the effective order (EO) of an estimated tensor mixture model
as

EO =

pbest−1∑
k=1

k2(wk − wk+1) =

pbest∑
k=1

(2k − 1)wk .

It is easy to show that
∑pbest

k=1 wk = 1 yields 1 ≤ EO ≤ pbest with EO = pbest if and only if
wk ≡ 1/pbest.

4.2 Fractional anisotropy (FA)

The fractional anisotropy for the single diffusion tensor model [Mori, 2007] canonically simpli-
fies in the tensor mixture model as λ2 = λ3 and all mixture components are defined by the
same tensor:

FA =

√
3

2

√
(λ1 − 〈λ〉)2 + 2 · (λ2 − 〈λ〉)2

λ21 + 2 · λ22
=

(λ1 − λ2)√
λ21 + 2 · λ22

.

Here, λ1 ≥ λ2 are the (ordered) eigenvalues, with the mean diffusivity 〈λ〉 = 1
3(λ1 + 2λ2).
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4.3 Eigenvalues (EV)

The eigenvalues of a single fiber diffusion tensor are directly related to the diffusion coef-
ficients in the main diffusion direction and in the plane perpendicular to this direction. The
tensor mixture model considered here tries to model different fiber components in a voxel.
The relation between the estimated eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 and the associated diffusion co-
efficients can therefore be expected to be more realistic than in the single diffusion tensor
model.

5 Examples

We first investigate properties of the tensor mixture model by simulation experiments before
applying it to experimental DWI data.

Computation are performed with our R-package dti [Tabelow and Polzehl, 2010] (version 0.9-
3) on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 5160 3GHz and 24 GByte of memory. The operating system
was OpenSuse 11.0 with R version 2.10.1. The package is freely available on CRAN (http:
//cran.r-project.org) and NITRC (http://www.nitrc.org).

Our current implementation uses R with FORTRAN. Computation time for 1.4 Million voxel
in the experimental data has been approximately 6h for pmax = 2, 15h for pmax = 3, 26h
for pmax = 4, and 40h for pmax = 5. The implementation has the potential of speeding up
by a factor 3 − 4 as first trials showed. This re-implementation will be part of one of the
next version of the R-package dti making it more feasible for practical applications. Further
significant speed up can achieved by parallelization of the algorithm.

5.1 Simulation

In a first setting we generate mixtures of two prolate tensors with fractional anisotropy FA =
0.8, product of eigenvalues λ1λ22 = 3.2, b = 1 (Note, that the units can be chosen arbitrarily,
as long as bλ is set to realistic values.) and mixture coefficients wk ≡ 0.5. Diffusion weighted
data are generated for different angles δ between the main tensor orientations (91 values
from 0 to π/2) using 35, 60 and 140 gradient directions and SNR = 30, with SNR defined
as ratio between non-diffusion weighted image S0-value and error standard deviation in K-
space. Gradient directions are chosen to minimize symmetrized Coulomb forces on a sphere
following a proposal by [Jones et al., 1999]. For each angle we performed 1000 simulations.
The model order was selected by BIC. The results for 35, 60 and 140 gradient directions are
summarized in the left, central and the right column of Figure 1. The upper row illustrates the
accuracy of the estimated angle between mixture components while the lower row shows the
estimated effective order. Density values for varying δ are coded by greyvalues. Additionally
0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.975 quantiles are provided as functions of δ. The results suggest
that for the specified SNR and FA the tensor mixture model provides an angle resolution of
about 40 degrees. Additional simulations show that angular resolution is mainly limited by FA
and number of measured gradients.

Figure 2 provides results for varying number of gradients, ranging from 12 to 150 in a similar
form for mixture order 2 and 3 models, FA and eigenvalues as before and SNR = 30. Mixture
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Figure 1 – Density of estimated angle between mixture components (top) and estimated order
of mixtures (bottom) for true angles δ = 60 ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. SNR = 30, mixture
coefficients wk ≡ 0.5, and true model order p = 2. From left to right: results for 35, 60 and
140 gradient directions. Densities are estimated from 1000 simulations with maximum order 4
models. Dotted curves correspond to 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles, dashed curves to quartiles and
solid curves to the median of the estimated quantities.

coefficients arewk ≡ 0.5,wk ≡ 1/3, and angles between directions are δ = 60 and δ1,2, δ1,3 =
60, δ2,3 ≈ 75, for models of order 2 and 3, respectively. A maximum number of 4 or 5 mixture
components was specified and the model order again selected by BIC.

In a third simulation we investigate the quality of reconstruction in dependence of SNR, true
number of mixtures and specified maximum order. The number of gradients was fixed to 60,
FA = 0.8 and λ1λ22 = 3.2. For mixtures of order 2 the true angle is 60 degrees while for mix-
tures of order 3 the three angles between tensor orientations are 60, 60 and approximately 75
degrees respectively. Results in terms of estimated angle between the first two tensor orienta-
tions and estimated effective order are provided in Figure 3. The upper two rows correspond
to mixtures of order 2 while the lower two rows show corresponding results for mixtures of
order 3. Note that in case of two mixture components the effective order and angle are cor-
rectly identified for SNR > 15 and that results do not vary with the specified maximum model
order. For mixtures with three components the correct model is found for SNR > 25 and a
specified maximum number of components ≥ 3. Results are slightly improved in case of a
larger specified maximum number of components.

5.2 Experimental data

5.2.1 Methods

MRI images were obtained from a healthy male volunteer in the age group 40 - 45 within an
Institutional Review Board approved research protocol at Weill Cornell Medical College. Im-
ages were acquired on a 3.0 Tesla General Electric Excite MRI scanner using an 8-channel
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Figure 2 – Density of estimated angle between mixture components (left), estimated order of
mixtures (center) and number of voxel with estimated order for varying number of gradients (18-
150) (right). Specifications for first row are: angle δ = 60 degrees, SNR = 30, mixture coefficients
wk ≡ 0.5, true model order p = 2 and maximal model order 4. Bottom row: angles δ1,2, δ1,3 =
60, δ2,3 ≈ 75 degrees, SNR = 30, mixture coefficients wk ≡ 1/3, true model order p = 3 and
maximal model order 5. Densities are estimated from 1000 simulations. Dotted curves in the left
and center plots correspond to 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles, dashed curves to quartiles and solid
curves to the median of the estimated quantities.

receive-only head coil. First, a localizer scan was obtained to prescribe the position of the sub-
sequent DWI scan. For the DWI scan, a single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence with 10 images
without diffusion weighting and 140 diffusion gradient directions, which were approximately
isotropically distributed over the sphere, was used, with an echo and repetition time of TE =
73.2 ms and TR = 14000 ms, respectively. 66 axial slices were scanned with no skip and an
acquisition matrix size of 128 × 128. Images were zero-filled to an image matrix size of 256
× 256, yielding an effective resolution of 0.898 × 0.898 × 1.800 mm3. The b-value in the
diffusion weighted images was 1000 s/mm2, the parallel imaging acceleration factor was 2,
and the total scan time for this scan was 36 min.

We now show several examples of the results of the tensor mixture model of maximum order
4 in brain regions that have been shown to contain interesting crossing structures previously.
Computation has been performed in voxel within a mask for the brain determined by thresh-
olding the S0-image.

5.2.2 Results

Using the tensor mixture model described in this paper we show in the Figures 4-7 results for
several brain regions. Figure 8 illustrates results within a spatially extended region where a
voxelwise analysis identifies tensor mixtures of order 3, i.e. crossings of three fibers.
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Figure 3 – Density of estimated angle between mixture components (a-c,g-i) and estimated order
(d-f, k-m) for varying SNR ∈ (10, 100), true model order 2 (a-f) and 3 (g-m) and specified maximum
number of mixture components 2 (a,d,g,k), 3 (b,e,h,l) and 4 (c,f,i,m). Results are based on 1000
simulations using 60 gradients. For order p = 2 models the angle between main directions is
δ = 60 degrees while for order p = 3 models the angles between directions are δ1,2, δ1,3 = 60
and δ2,3 ≈ 75 degrees. Mixture coefficients were specified as wi ≡ 1/p. Dotted curves correspond
to 0.0.25 and 0.975 quantiles, dashed curves to quartiles and solid curves to the median of the
estimated quantities.
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SLF

IFO/
ILF

Figure 4 – Example of two adjacent fiber tracts oriented in an angle to each other. Labeled are
the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFO, mostly green), the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF,
mostly green), and the superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF, mostly blue). From left to right: Color
coded directional FA map from single diffusion tensor model (upper). Effective order (lower, for
used color bar cf. Figure 9). Estimated wODF obtained using the tensor mixture model described
in this paper over estimated FA from the same model. Same but over color coded directional
FA map from single diffusion tensor model. For comparison the estimated wODF using spherical
harmonics expansion [Aganj et al., 2010] is shown in the rightmost figure. For color, see online
version of this paper.
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gCC
SFO

CPT/CC/ATR

Figure 5 – Example for the intersection of fiber tracts in the frontal part of the brain. Labeled
are the genu of the corpus callosum (gCC), the corpus callosum (CC), the corticopontine tract
(CPT), the anterior thalamic radiation (ATR), and the superior fronto-occipital fasciculus (SFO).
This example has been inspired by [Descoteaux et al., 2010]. Left column from top to bottom:
Color coded directional FA map from single diffusion tensor model, estimated FA from tensor
mixture model and estimated effective order for the specified subregion. Note, that the blue area
corresponds to tensor order 1. Right subfigure: estimated wODF over color coded directional FA
map from single diffusion tensor model in selected subregion. wODF with estimated FA smaller
than 0.05 are not shown. For color, see online version of this paper.
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MCP

MCP

CPT/CST

PCT

ML

SCP
Figure 6 – Fiber tracts in the midbrain. In this area there should be many voxel with partial vo-
luming effects due to the dense packing of fiber tracts, and the estimation of the number of ten-
sor mixture components is expected to be particularly useful. Labeled are: Corticopontine tract
(CPT), corticospinal tract (CST), medial lemniscus (ML), middle cerebellar peduncle (MCP), pon-
tine crossing tract (CPT), superior cerebellar peduncle (SCP). Figure organization as in Figure 5.
Note, that the blue area corresponds to tensor order 1. wODF with estimated FA smaller than 0.05
are not shown. For color, see online version of this paper.
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CG

CC

SLF

TR/CPT/CST

SCR

SFO

Figure 7 – Some of the major fiber bundles in the brain. Labeled are: Cingulum (CG), corpus cal-
losum (CC), corticopontine tract (CPT), corticospinal tract (CST), superior corona radiata (SCR),
superior fronto-occipital fasciculus (SFO), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), thalamic radiation
(TR). This example has been inspired by [Kaden et al., 2008]. Figure organization as in Figure 5.
Note, that the blue area corresponds to tensor order 1. wODF with estimated FA smaller than 0.05
are not shown. For color, see online version of this paper.

Figure 8 – Fiber tracking at the interface between gray and white matter near the forceps major,
where, within a contiguous set of 99 voxel, the number of mixture components was selected as
3. Left: Color coded FA map and intersection with a region of interest. The region exceed over 5
slices (2 below and 2 above the slice shown). Central: estimated ODF’s for voxel with estimated
order 3 and local fiber tracks starting from these voxel. Right: estimated tensors for the same set
of voxel and local fiber tracking results using the tensor model. For color, see online version of this
paper.
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Figure 9 – Effective order of the estimated tensor mixture model in a slice in the experimental
data as described in the text. The maximum order for the model is 2 (left) and 5 (right). The color
scheme is normalized to the same range in all cases (see legend on left; blue corresponds to order
1 models, different intensities of red to effective order between 1 and 2, white for orders above 2).
Thus, independent from the chosen maximum order, the estimated order is a “stable” quantity. For
color, see online version of this paper.

maxcomp 0 1 2 3 4 5
1 159 1454401 0 0 0 0
2 595 1193761 260204 0 0 0
3 167 1196071 255677 2645 0 0
4 150 1193221 258180 2937 72 0
5 150 1192515 258760 3086 27 22

Table 1 – Number of voxel in the experimental data set with estimated order of tensor mixture
model depending on the maximum number of tensor components (maxcomp). One can see that
increasing the maximum order only slightly affects the results for lower orders. A model of order 0
(isotropic tensor, λ1 = λ2 = λ3) has been assigned, if it provides the best fit.

5.2.3 Inference on experimental data

At first glance one could think that increasing the maximum order for the model estimation
would include more and more model components, due to the noise, but in fact it does not. The
model selection rule described in this paper leads to stable estimates of the tensor mixture
model order as can be seen in Figure 9 and Table 1. The effective order is a smooth quantity,
which also includes the effect of partial volume effects due to the limited voxel resolution in
the DWI compared to the mean size of the anisotropic structure of the brain.

In Table 2 we show the number of voxel with an estimated order of the tensor mixture de-
pending on the number of gradients by selecting a subset of diffusion weighted images from
the complete data set. These are chosen such that the corresponding gradient directions are
approximately uniformly distributed on the sphere. Requiring five measured values per model
parameter as a rule of thumb the maximum number of components for the algorithm can be
restricted to N−5

15 to ensure sufficient information for the parameter estimation and model se-
lection. For comparison we show results for computations with maximum order 5 for all cases.

In Figure 10 we show a comparison between the fractional anisotropy in the diffusion ten-
sor model and in the tensor mixture model described in this paper. Due to largely reduced
partial volume effects and a more appropriate (while still not fully correct) modeling, the frac-
tional anisotropy in the tensor mixture model is larger than in the single diffusion tensor model
and much more homogeneous in brain white matter, probably reflecting more precisely the
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number of gradients maxcomp 0 1 2 3 4 5
140 5 1 4984 2985 30 0 0
105 5 2 5420 2562 16 0 0
70 4 2 6117 1872 9 0 0
70 5 2 6115 1874 9 0 0
56 3 1 6412 1576 11 0 0
56 5 0 6391 1595 13 1 0
42 2 2 6588 1410 0 0 0
42 5 0 6570 1395 35 0 0
35 2 4 6872 1124 0 0 0
35 5 4 6843 1102 48 3 0

Table 2 – Selected orders for a region of 8000 voxel (taken as the region from Figure 5 plus two
more slices in each direction) for different numbers of maximum components in the tensor mixture
model and different subsamples of gradient directions. It shows the stability of estimates also for
lower numbers of gradients and its independence from the chosen maximum number of tensor
mixture components.

Figure 10 – Left: FA for the diffusion tensor model. Right: FA estimated in a tensor mixture model
with maximum order 5.

anisotropy properties of the distinct fiber bundles than the single diffusion tensor model.

In Figure 11 we show the estimated eigenvalues for a slice in the experimental data compared
with the largest and smallest eigenvalue in the single diffusion tensor model. The more ho-
mogeneous and sharper white matter indicates a more adequate modeling of partial volume
effects by the tensor mixture model. The effect is especially visible at structural borders.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we considered and analyzed a tensor mixture model for modeling diffusion
weighted data for brain and spinal chord imaging. In contrast to common view the order of
the model (or number of mixing components) need not be predetermined but can be selected
from a series of nested models of decreasing order by using a model selection rule based on
the Bayes information criterion (BIC).

We showed that in this model the weighted orientation distribution function is a mixture of
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Figure 11 – From left to right: color-coded FA of the diffusion tensor model, first eigenvalue es-
timated by maximum order 5 tensor mixture model, first eigenvalue estimated using the diffusion
tensor model, second eigenvalue estimated by maximum order 5 tensor mixture model, smallest
eigenvalue estimated within the diffusion tensor model.

angular central Gaussian distributions, which are probability functions on the sphere. They
can, in contrast to other functional expansions, be easily interpreted and show no negativity
artefact’s as occur using e.g. spherical harmonics expansion.

Based on the mixture model, we defined a number of natural contrasts, namely the effective
order of the model (EO), the fractional anisotropy (FA), and the eigenvalues (EV). These
contrasts might have the potential to become more sensitive indices in clinical contexts or
basic research than the conventional anisotropy indices.

We showed in a series of examples based on extensive simulated and experimental data that
the model leads to stable estimates. The fact that the mixture models are determined inde-
pendently in each voxel but nevertheless show spatially extended regions with similar model
parameters (tensor directions and eigenvalues) is a strong hint that the mixture components
indeed correspond to fiber bundles. Our results suggest that specifying a larger maximum
number of mixture components provides improved results, mainly due to the increased num-
ber of initial directions, while model selection using BIC effectively avoids overfitting. The es-
timates can surely be further improved by incorporating knowledge from adjacent voxel as
in [Tabelow et al., 2008] for the single diffusion tensor model but this is beyond the scope of
this paper and will be studied in future work.

The stability of the estimates for different numbers of gradients, SNR, and maximum order
of the model gives rise to the speculation that the model may be feasible to detect complex
fiber architecture also in clinical DWI settings with lower number of diffusion gradients then in
typical HARDI measurements.

The tensor mixture model naturally extends to other sampling schemes in q-space, i.e. does
not depend on measurements on a single q-shell. It can be directly applied to multiple q-shell
data, radial or Cartesian sampling schemes.

There is of course a price to be paid, as the formulation as a non-linear optimization problem
leads to high computational costs. However, using an optimized implementation with efficient
memory usage and the fact that the problem can be canonically parallelized we expect the
calculation to become feasible for common desktop hardware soon.
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